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BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of January 26, 1957) 
§ l. Introduction and main theorem 
A closed pointset G in the real projective plane P is called strongly 
convex if the intersection of G with any line in P is a closed interval, a 
point or void. In particular, G does not contain any complete line. As we 
will see, G is then a set in some affine plane A in P, and there it is convex 
in the usual sense. 
We consider a set Fn of n mutually disjoint strongly convex closed 
pointsets Gv ... , Gn- Such a set may have the property 
Bi : for any i among the n given sets, there exists a line which meets each 
of these i sets. 
Of course Bi implies Bi for n > j > i. (Two pointsets are said to meet 
in case their intersection is non void.) 
Some theorems in the affine plane (SANTALO [1], GRUNBAUM [2]) and 
others) are known which for some i<n, and with some additional assump-
tions on Fn, state that conversely B; implies Bn for n;;;;.i. A trivial example 
is the case in which all pointsets Gv ... Gn are points, and i = 3. Our theorems 
are of the same kind. They are however more general and cover the 
earlier theorems. 
In order to formulate our theorems we need another property, Ci, 
which the set Fn may have. Let II be the projective plane dual to P. 
The points of II are the lines in P. A line in II is a pencil of lines in P. 
A one dimensional cycle in II, is either a cycle in the homology class 
of a point, or a cycle in the homology class of a line. We reserve the 
name y-cycle for the cycles of the last kind. A family W of lines in P, 
considered as a pointset in II, may contain a y-cycle. We can now formu-
late the property Ci which Fn also may have: 
Ci: For any j among the n given sets, the family of all lines that meet at 
least 2 of these j sets, contains no y-cycle. 
Clearly Ci implies Ci for j;;;;.i. We will prove 
THEOREM l. If a set Fn of n mutually disjoint strongly convex closed 
pointsets G1 , •.• Gn in the real projective plane has the properties B 3 and 0 40 
then it has the property Bn-
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THEOREM 2. If Fn has the properties B 4 and 03, then it has the property Bn. 
Remark: It is not true that B3 and 0 3 imply Bn as is seen in § 5. 
In § 6 we present several simple geometrical properties that are equi-
valent to or stronger then 0 3 and 0 4 • By substitution of such a property 
in theorem I we obtain for example 
CoROLLARY I'. If a set Fn of n;;;.4 mutually disjoint compact convex 
pointsets Gv ... Gn, in the real affine plane A has the property B3 , and also 
the property that with any four among Gv ... Gn there exist three parallel 
lines which divide A in four parts each of which contains one of these 4 sets, 
then Bn holds. 
§ 2. Some preliminary work 
The complement P-IX= A of a line IX in P is called an affine plane. 
IX is the infinite line of A. As the properties of a figure in an affine plane 
are often more easily understood then those of a figure in P, the following 
two lemmas are convenient. 
LEMMA 2.1. If the closed non-void set G C P is strongly convex then an 
affine plane A C P exists such that G C A C P, and G is convex in the usual 
sense in A. 
Proof: P-G is open and according to the strong convexity non-
void. Therefore we can choose an affine plane A' C P which contains 
some point r E P-G, and which also meets G. Consider in A' a pencil 
of concentric homothetic ellipses with centre r. The pencil contains 
exactly one solid open ellips I with boundary oi such that 
I u G= <fo( =void), oi u G= not void 
The tangent line f3 with respect to I at a point b E oi u G contains (like 
any line) a point c ¢=G. 
Now we choose a new affine plane A* C P, and affine coordinates 
(xv x2), such that b is the point (0, 0), c is the infinite point of the line 
x2 = 0, and I is the set (of points with coordinates x1 , x2, that obey) 
(2.I) I: 
See fig. I. As P -G is open, the infinite line ~X* of A* contains some 
open segmentS, neighbourhood in ~X* of the point c, for which S u G=<fo. 
Consider a line t:=l=/3 which meets b and S. e meets G in some closed 
interval which has b as one endpoint and some point for which x2 ;;;. 0 
as second endpoint, because b E G, and I and S are barriers, which the 
interval does not meet. Therefore the part x2 < 0 of e is completely -con-
tained in P -G. The same is true for any line like e. Hence a number • 
exists, such that 
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Any line ex in P which contains c and a point in 
(x2 <0) n (x2 =-rx1) n I 
is now seen to be in P- G. The complement P- ex is the required affine 
plane A, in which G is convex in the usual sense. Observe that if G has 
no interior points, then it is either a Iinesegment or just one point. 
Fig. 1 
One theorem about a convex set I in the affine plane, which is easily 
proved, and now also applies toG, states that those points of oi at which 
the tangent is unique, are everywhere dense on ol. 
The following lemma is stronger then lemma 2.1: 
LEMMA 2.2. If G1 and G2 are disjoint closed non-void strongly convex 
sets in P, then an affine plane A C P exists such that G1 U G2 C A C P. 
Proof: Let A1 be an affine plane in P, for which G1 C A1 =P-cx1 C P. 
If G2 C A1 we are through. If G2 ¢ Av we may assume, in view of the 
remark before lemma 2.2, possibly after a slight change ofcx1 andA1 =P -cx1, 
and chosing affine coordinates favourably in Av that G2 n cx1 is an interval 
and that the tangents (=asymptotes in A1) at the ends of this interval 
are unique and have the equations x1 =0 and x2 =0, while 
G2 n A 1 C (x1x2 > 0). 
G2 n A1 consists of two non-bounded convex sets: 
W+ C (x1 ;;;.0 n x2 ;;;.0) and W- C (x1 .;;;;0 n x2 .;;;;0). 
If in A1 the interior common tangents of G1 and W+ are parallel to x1 = 0 
and x2 = 0 then 
G1 C {x1 .;;;;0 n x2 .;;;;0}. 
If in A1 the interior common tangents of G1 and W- are parallel to 
Xt = 0 and x2 = 0, then 
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Then if both properties hold, G1 equals the point (0, 0), and the comple-
ment of the line x1 + x2 = -r is, for -r > 0 sufficiently small, an affine plane 
A as required. If not both happen, then there exists a line tX' with 
equation -r1x1 +-r2x2 +-r3 =0, -r1-r2 <0, which is interior tangent to G1 and 
(say) W+. It intersects W+ in a point or a finite interval, and hence it 
does not meet w-. G1 and W+ are on different sides (in A1 ) of tX'. Rotation 
of tX' about a point(s) on tX' that lies between the intersections with 
G1 and W+, in the favourable direction, over a sufficiently small angle, 
yields a line tX which does not meet G1 u G2 • P -tX =A is the required 
affine plane that contains G1 U G2 (See fig. 2). 
Fig. 2 
In the sequel Gv ... Gn are disjoint closed strongly convex sets in P. The 
set of all lines A that meet Gi,! considered as a pointset in the dual plane 
II, is denoted by A, C II, and the complement II- Ai is denoted by 
Mi. If A E Ai and p is a point in the intersection A n Gi C P then the 
pencil of lines with vertex p, is a line in II which is completly contained 
in Ai. Therefore: 
LEMMA 2.3. Any point A E Ai C II is contained in a line 
p C Ai : A E p C Ai C II. 
In view of lemma 2.2., assuming that Gi has interior points, it is obvious 
that lines in a pencil, that do not meet the interior of G,, form a set, 
which is a closed interval, a point or void, hence: 
LEMMA 2.4. If Gi has interior points, then the set Mi of all lines that 
do not meet the interior of Gi, is a strongly-convex closed set in II with 
interior points. 
In that case the closed set Ai is topologically a Moebiusstrip. 
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If a pointset in a projective plane is a closed arc on the boundary 
of a closed strongly-convex set G, then it is called convex with respect 
toG and concave with respect to the complement of G. We next prove: 
LEMMA 2.5. If Gv G2 are as before, then A1 n A2 is a closed quadrangle 
with interior points, in an affine plane II- b C II, with four concave 
(with respect to A1 n A2) sides, with the following exceptions: If G1 u G2 C 
some line, then A1 n A2 is a point; If G1 (or G2) is a point, then A1 n A 2 
is a point or a line segment. 
Proof: In view of lemma 2.2 the exceptional cases are obvious. In 
other cases in which G1 or G2 or both have no interior points they can be 
enlarged, as to contain interior points, without any change of A1 n A 2• 
Hence from now on we will assume that G1 and G2 do have interior points. 
We chose an affine plane A :l G1 U G2 , A = P- ex. In A exists a line fJ 
which divides A in two parts each containing one of G1 and G2• None 
of the lines of the pencil b to which ex and fJ belong meets G1 as well as 
G2• Hence the closed set A1 n A2 is contained in the affine plane II- b. 
Considering an affine plane in II that contains il1 the topological 
closure in II of M1 it is easily seen that the intersection of the strongly 
convex sets il1 and il2 consists of at most two strongly convex sets. It 
consists of at least two components because M1 u M 2 contains the line b 
and is therefore not topologically trivial. Hence M 1 n M 2 is the sum of 
two strongly convex sets, which as a matter of fact, contain ex and fJ 
respectively as interior points. M 2 meets the boundary of M 1 in two 
disjoint closed intervals convex with respect to M1• A 2 meets the boundary 
of M1 in two disjoint closed intervals, which are two opposite concave 
sides of A1 n A2 • 
Fig. 3 
For analogous reasons the rest of the boundary of A1 n A2 consists also 
of two concave sides, and the lemma is proved. 
If the boundary of Ai contains a segment of a line c C II, then c, being 
tangent to the strongly convex open set Mi, has no points in common 
with Mi, and c C Ai C II. The vertex of the pencil c is then a point in Gi. 
We now prove: 
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THEOREM 3: The set r of all lines that meet at least two of three mutually 
disjoint closed strongly-convex sets Gv G2 and G3 in P, contains a y-cycle, if 
and only if the set A123 = A1 n A 2 n A3 of all lines that meet Gv G2 and G3 , 
has at least two components. This theorem implies (compare theorems 1, 2). 
The pr·operty 0 3 is equivalent to the property: the set of all lines that 
meet three given sets among Gv ... Gn has at most one component, for any 
choice of three. 
Proof: A pointset in P will be called trivial if it is homotopic in itself 
to a point. A, n Ai is trivial for i¥=-j. A well known theorem in topology 
states that the intersection (union) of two trivial pointsets with a trivial 
union (intersection), is trivial. 
If A123 is void, then F= (A1 n A2) u (A2 n A3 ) u (A3 n A1 ) is the 
union of three disjoint trivial sets and does not contain any y-cycle. 
If A123 is trivial, then so is (A1 n A2) u (A1 n A3) and so is rand the 
same conclusion holds. 
If A123 is connected but not trivial, then there exists a topological 
2-cell in A1 n A2, which is not in A123, whereas its boundary is. Hence 
this 2-cell has points of M 3 = P- A3 in its interior but not in its boundary. 
Then the connected set M 3 is completely contained in this 2-cell: 
M 3 C A1 n A2 C A1 , and M 3 n M1 is void, a contradiction. 
Finally we consider the case that A123 has at least two components. 
Choose two points ex, fl E A123 C II in different components. The lines 
ex, fl in P, divide {P- (ex U fl)} in two components H and K, which we 
call angles. We chose points ai E ex n Gi and bi E fl n G;, and we consider 
the unique (!) line segments SiC Gi with endpoints ai and b;, i= 1, 2, 3. 
If one of the sets Gi, say Gv contains the point ex n fl E P, then we 
chose a1 =b1 =S1 =ex n fl. 
If all segments Si are contained in one of the closed angles, say in JJ., 
then those lines of the pencil to which ex and fl belong, that are in JJ., 
all meet Gv G2 and G3 • All these lines form a linesegment in A123 C II 
with endpoints ex and fl, and these points do not belong to different 
components of A123 , a contradiction. 
Hence without essential restriction we may assume that one of the 
angles contains two of the segments, the other contains the third, say 
Sv S 2 C JJ., S3 C K. 
If (X n fl E Sa, then the lines on (X n fl which are in lJ. all meet Sv s2 
and S3 hence ex and fl do not belong to different components of A123, 
a contradiction. 
If (X n fl E sl (analogous S2), then any line of the pencil on (X n fl, 
meets S1 and at least one of S2 and Sa, that is at least two among Gv 
G2 and G3 • This pencil is a y-cycle in r as required in the theorem. 
Otherwise none of the mutually disjoint segments S1 , S2, Sa contains 
ex n fl. We choose homogeneous coordinates Xv x2, x3 such that: 
a) ex is x2 =0; fl: x1 =0; His: x1x2 >0; K: x1x2 <0 
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. Observe that the inequalities are invariant under a multiplication of 
all coordinates with -1, or any number different from 0. 
b) the pole-line of £X n .B{ = (0, 0, 1)} with respect to the singular conic 
section that consists of the lines that contain S1 and S2 , has the equation 
x3 = 0. If S1 has a point in common with x3 = 0 then that point is by 
construction also on S2 and S1 n S2 is not void, a contradiction. Hence 
S1 nor S2 have a point in common with x3 = 0 and we may assume: 
c) 81 is: (X1X2>0) r'l (x1+X2=Xa) 
As a consequence (see fig. 4, in which x3 =0 is the infinite line) 
s2 is: (xlx2>0) n (xl+x2= -xa) 
d) After a permutation of the names and roles of S1 and S2, if necessary, 
we may assume moreover that 
S3 is: (x1x2 .;;;0) n (qx2 =px1 +x3 ),p>0,q>0,p¥d,q¥d. 
We have three cases to distinguish which are denoted by I, II and III, 
also in fig. 4: 
Case I: If p> 1, q> 1, then the following continuous set of lines, 
beginning with .B: x1=0 (first equation, ~=0) and ending with £X: x2=0 
(second equation, ~ = 0), is in A123, and £X and .B do not belong to different 
components of A123, a contradiction (See fig. 4.) 
~ ~(qx2 -x3)-px1 =0 0.;;;~.;;;1 




Case II . If p > 1, q < 1, then the following set of lines is a y-cycle 
and in r (beginning and ending with x1 = 0) 
~xi+ Hp(x2- ~- 2xl}= 0 
) 'YJPX2 - p- X1 - 0 
C -Cp-xl =0 
Case II' The case p< l, q> 1 is analogous to case II. 
Case III If p< l, q< l, then the following set of lines is a y-cycle 
and in r: l x1 -~(x2 +x1)=0 px2+'Y)(X1 +p)=O 
x1 +Cp(x2+ 1)=0 




Let a be a closed strongly-convex set, p a point, A an affine plane, 
such that pEa C A C P. We call the geometrical multiplication of a 
with respect to the affine plane A, with centre p and with factor T( 0 < T.;;;; 1), 
a reduction of a with factor T. The result of a reduction of a is a closed 
strongly convex set a' which is contained in a, and is a proper subset of 
a if a is not one point and if T < 1. In that case also A' C A, in the notation 
we used. 
As before Fn is a set of disjoint non-void closed strongly-convex sets 
av ... an. Let Fn have the properties B 4 and 03 (see § 1). From the 
definition of Oi it follows immediately that also F;, obtained from Fn by 
reductions has property 03 • 
For each set ai of the family F .. we consider the reduction of ai with 
factor T, with respect to a fixed centre Pi and a fixed affine plane A., 
such that P; E ai C Ai. The centres will not coincide, and neither need 
the affine planes. The variable factor T however will be chosen the same 
for all sets. As the sets are closed in P, there exists a minimal value 
T =To;;. 0 such that B4 holds after the reductions with factor T;;. To but 
not for T < T0• 
If To= 0 then all reduced sets are points, and each of them is by virtue 
of B 4 contained in the line which connects say the first two of them. 
This line meets av ... an, hence Bn holds. 
Next we will assume To> 0. At least one set of four among a1 , ... Gn 
prevents the minimum ofT from being smaller then T0• Let this for example 
be av ... a 4• There exists a line IX which meets the reduced (factor T0 ) 
sets a;, a~, a~ and a~. We call ~XU a~=Sk, and consider a closed interval 
s c IX, the interior of which contains si for i = 1' 2, 3 and 4. We choose an 
affine plane A•, which contains S, and restrict our considerations for a 
moment to this plane, and also to that convex component a~ of a; n A• 
which meets IX. Let Xv x2, be nonhomogeneous coordinates, and ak, bk 
numbers such that: 
IX: X2= 0; IX(') a;= (X2= 0) (') (ai.,;;;Xl .,;;;bi), i= 1, 2, 3, 4. 
~<~<~<~<~<~<~<~<~<~ 
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If a~' n (x2> 0) IS not void for i <r and 
a; n (x2< 0) IS not void for i-;;,r, r= I, 2, ... or 5, 
then it is geometrically evident that there exists a line on the point 
(xvx2)={-!(b7 _ 1 +ar),O}, which meets a;, i=I,2,3and4, without being 
tangent to any of them. But in that case the reduction I -;;,r-;;,r0 can 
be extended, hence to some value r < r0 , without hurting the validity 
of B 4 with respect to av a2, a3 and a4 • This is in contradiction with r=r0 
being a minimum. 
The same contradiction is obtained in case 
a; n (x2<0) Is not void for i<r and 
a~' n (x2>0) is not void for i-;;,r, r= I, 2, ... or 5. 
It follows that passing along tX from x1 = - oo until x1 = + oo, the sets 
a~, i = I, ... 4, are not such, that one set completely on one side of tX is 
met after one set completely on the other side, and this again after one 
set completely on the first side. In other words, there exists i < j < k < 4, 
such that a; and a~ have no points on one side of tX, and a7 has no points 
on the other side of tX. 
Then 1X is an isolated line in the set of lines that meet a;, a; and a~, 
or equivalent a;, a;, a~. But in that case 1X is the only line that meets 
a;, a; and a~, because the set of all lines with this property consists of 
one component, in view of 0 3 and theorem 3. 
According to B 4 there is a line that meets a;, a;, a~ and a;,. for any 
m= I, 2, ... or n and this line now has to be tX in all cases. tX meets a;,., 
hence am, for m= I, ... n. Then Bn holds and theorem 2 is proved. 
§ 4. Proof of theorem 1 
In view of theorem 2, § 3, we only need to prove that an F4 with the 
properties B 3 and 0 4, has the property B 4• Assume F 4 has the properties 
B8 and 0 4 . As in § 3 we reduce av ... a4 , until an extreme position r=r0 
is found for which B 3 still holds, but not for any extension of the reduction 
r<r0 • If r0 =0 the conclusion B4 is immediate. Hence assume r0 >0. One 
set of three among a1 , ••• a4 , say av a2, a3 prevents the minimum from 
being smaller than r 0 • Then as 0 3 follows from 0 4 there is exactly one 
line tX that meets the reduced sets a~, a~ and a~ compare § 3, and 
A~ n A~ n A~= A~23 is one point, which is not in the interior of A; n Aj 
for i=f.j, i,j=I,2,3. 
Next we choose further reductions of a~, a~, a~ and a~ with the same 
factor r', but with the centres of the reduction of a~ in tX n a~ for 
k= I, 2, 3. We reduce with decreasing factor r', until an extreme position 
r' = r~ is found for which B3 still holds, but not for any extension r' < r~ 
of the reduction. As above r~ > 0 can be assumed. One set of three among 
a~, ... a~ prevents the minimum from being r' < r~. This set is not 
a;, a~, a~. Assume it is a~, a~, a~. The family finally obtained from 
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Gv G2, G3, G4 with these extreme reductions, will be indicated by a star: 
F: consists of G~, ... a:. It has the property that A~23 and A~24 are points 
in the dual plane II, whereas A:{34 and Ai43 remain non-void. 
We suppose that E4 does not hold for F 4, hence neither forF:. Then A~23 
and A~24 are different points. If A~2 is a line segment (compare lemma 2.5) 
then, one among A~ and A~, say A~isalineiniJ. The closed intervals A~ r'IA~ 
and (A~ r'l An v (A~ r'l A:) on A~ meet exactly in the points A:{23 and 
A~24 • Hence they together cover the line A~, which therefore is a y-cycle 
that contradicts the property 0 4 • A~2 is not a point because A~23 =!= A~24 • 
In view of lemma 2.5 the remaining case is that A~2 is a closed quadrangle 
with concave sides. Also A: is closed and has a concave boundary 
(compare lemma 2.4). Then as Aj23 = Aj2 r'l A: consists of one point, 
this point cannot be an interior point of the quadrangle or an interior 
point of a side of the quadrangle. Consequently A~23 as well as A~24 are 
vertices of the quadrangle A~2 • 
\Ve choose two opposite sides of the quadrangle, each containing one 
of Aj23 and A~24 • They are on the boundary of either A~ or Ai, say of Ai. 
There exists an arc Ll with endpoints A~23 and A~24 , which is, apart from 
the endpoints, completely contained in the interior of A~2 • 
The points Aj23 and A~24 are also the endpoints of a second arc Ll' in 
A~, which is the sum, of an arc in Aj3 with initial point in A~23 and 
endpoint b in Aj34 , and an arc in A~4 with initial point b E A~34 and endpoint 
A~24 • Ll v Ll' is a non bounding 1-cycle in the Moebiusstrip A~, hence a 
y-cycle of the kind that contradicts 0 4• The theorem I is proved. 
§ 5. Some counterexamples 
Ek is not a sufficient condition for En for k<n. This can be seen from 
fig. 5, 6, 7. In fig. 5, E 3 and 0 3 hold, but not En, n > 3. In fig. 6 E 4 holds, 
but not En (n>4) nor 0 3• In fig. 7 E 5 holds but not E 6 • A set of n line-
segments n > 2, for which E .. _1 holds, but not En, has been mentioned 
by SANTALO (1a]. Other examples have been given by KIJNE (6]. 
Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
19 Series A 
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§ 6. Some geometrical properties that imply 0; 
THEOREM 4. The property 0; is equivalent to the property D;: with any 
j sets among Gv ... G,., defined as before, there exists a y-cycle in II, the 




Corollary: B3 and D4 imply B,.; B 4 and D3 imply B,.. 
Proof: If the theorem holds for n=j, then it holds for any n;;.j. 
Hence we restrict to the case n=j. In our notation denoting ZiH Ai n Ak 
by F, the contents of 0; and D; is as follows. 01 means: F contains no 
y-cycle. D; means: II- r contains a y-cycle. Any two y-cycles in II have 
at least one point in common, according to a well-known topological 
theorem. Hence if r and II- r both contain a y-cycle, then r and II- r 
intersect, which is a contradiction. Our proof will be ready if we prove 
that also the situation that r nor II- r contain a y-cycle is impossible. 
Suppose r nor II- r contain a y-cycle. Then any topological cercle in r 
divides II in two parts, one of which is a 2-cell, the other a Moebius-strip. 
We add the 2-cell to F. And we repeat this process. As II- r has only 
a finite number of components, and each proper addition covers at least 
one component of II- r, no further such additions will be possible after 
a finite number of proper additions. After these, r is replaced by F' :J r, 
and F' consists of a finite number of homologically trivial pointsets in II. 
F' then can be contracted over itself to a finite number of points, 
and II- F' is homotopic to II- (this finite set of points). Then 
II- r :J II- F' does contain a y-cycle. 
Application : 
THEOREM 5. If Gv ... Gn, defined as before, have the property B3 , and if 
moreover any four of them are contained respectively in the four open angles 
in which four concurrent lines divide the projective plane P, then Gv ... G,. 
have the property Bn. 
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Proof. Any four concurrent lines mentioned in the theorem belong 
to a pencil of lines, which is a y-cycle that can serve to demonstrate 
property D4• D4 implies 0 4 which together with B3 implies B,. (theorems 
4 and 1). 
We finally mention another property which a set F .. of sets Gv ... Gn 
may have: 
E;: For any j of the sets Gv ... G,,., defined as before, the following is true. 
There exists j points cx1, ... , ex; in II, representing lines in P, vertices of j 
linesegments cx1 cx2, cx2 cx3, ••. , ex; cxv representing' lines of pencils that cover j 
angles in P, such that each of these angles contains exactly one of the j given 
sets, and does not meet any other. 
The property E., was considered by GRi:JNBAUM [2]. 
THEOREM 6. E; implies D;. 
Proof: It is sufficient to consider the case n = j. The union of the 
linesegments cx,cxH1 (i mod j) mentioned in property E;, is a polygon in 
II. The system of lines it represents, contains exactly one line on an arbi-
trary point p E G1. In other words it has one line in common with the 
pencil p, which is a y-cycle. Then it is itself in II not homologous to zero, 
and it is a y-cycle. 
But this y-cycle serves to demonstrate property D;, as none of the lines 
it represents meets more then one of the j given sets. 
From theorems 1, 2, 4, 6 we conclude 
THEOREM 7: If F .. has the properties B3 and E4 then B .. holds. 
N .B. theorem 5 is a special case of theorem 7. 
THEOREM 8: If F., has the properties B4 and E3 , then B .. holds. 
Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen. 
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